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60 Miles
60 Miles by Road or Rail is an arts, heritage and community organisation led by Andy
Routledge and Courtenay Johnson. 2021 marked a year-long project exploring Northampton &
Corby's New Town stories through a range of intergenerational activities.
We are thrilled you can join us this evening to mark the end of the 60 Miles by Road or Rail
project. There will be a chance to enjoy our photography exhibition, learn more about
Northampton as a New Town and be the first to see our brand new documentary film. The
schedule for the evening will be:
5.45-6.15pm | Guests arrive and welcome drinks, with an opportunity to see our
photography exhibition 60 Miles by Road or Rail: A portrait of a New Town and its legacy
on Northampton today, created by award-winning photographer Christian Sinibaldi.
6.30-7.30pm | Interactive talk about Northampton as a New Town led by Sabine Coady
Schäbitz of the New Town Heritage Research Network. This is our third and final Old
Town New Town event exploring Northampton's New Town heritage.
7.45-8.30pm | Introduction and premiere of our documentary film by Eight Engines.
8.30-9pm | Drinks, discussion & feedback activities.
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Photo Stories
Collaborating with award-winning photographer Christian
Sinibaldi, the 60 Miles by Rail or Road project has
captured the people and personalities currently living on
New Town estates in Northampton’s Eastern District.
The exhibition at Northampton Museum & Art Gallery
features a fantastic series of over 200 unrehearsed portrait
images of residents outside their homes, shops and
community centres, accompanied by stories from the
subjects reflecting on the place they call home.
Thanks to this photography project and to the incredible
support of local creatives, I managed to meet, talk and
photograph over 150 people. Each person we met
dedicated some of their time and shared with us a bit of
their personal journey.
⸻ Christian Sinibaldi
I've been so blown away by peoples' generosity in
sharing their memories and experiences with us during
this project. We ventured out across Northampton’s
Eastern District meeting new people in their
neighbourhoods; we’ve heard fantastic stories, eaten
fresh tomatoes from Lou’s garden, been given photos
from the 60s where fields can be seen instead of houses,
had cuddles with tiny puppies (and much bigger puppies
too!) as well as attending a few birthday parties. It's been
so incredible and it's exciting to see it all come together
at the museum.
⸻ Courtenay Johnson

See the full series of
portraits & stories
by following:
@60MilesPortraits

Scan here

One of Sinibaldi's portraits, Uncle and Auntie, has been
selected for the international National Portrait Gallery's
Taylor Wessing Photographic Portrait Prize Exhibition 2021
and is one of the 100 Portrait of Britain Winners for 2021.
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Documentary
We created a 30-minute documentary film with Eight
Engines, featuring local residents sharing their
experiences of the New Town expansion's legacy. It
will be available to view for free on our website after
this evening's premiere.
As a theatre collective, 60 Miles by Road and Rail
represents an inventive artistic community that has
been reclaiming and reimagining the town of
Northampton through their creative productions.
Drawing on oral histories, photography and film, 60
Miles by Road and Rail has centred, amplified and
dramatised the voices of residents which have
foregrounded and valorised the lived experiences of
the community. Rooted in the heritage of place, they
have cast their theatrical work with archival
research, personal interviews, curated images and
poetry which underpin their authenticity and impact.
As storytellers, their narration has exposed the
cracks in place governance, leadership shortsightedness and planning malaise, but with the
underlying message of a call for renewed vision,
identity and hope, to create a vibrant location
energised with a sense of identity and belonging.
Through their place activism, they are actively
challenging the positioning of Northampton as a
mere overspill domicile site as a space to live, but
beyond that to becoming a place to thrive.
By engaging local stakeholders in generating
meaningful and purposeful conversations and
activities on reconfiguring Northampton’s
reputation and envisioning empowering futures, 60
Miles by Road and Rail is emerging from behind the
scenes as a lodestar for Community Imagineering
and Participatory Place Branding.
⸻ Dr. Marcella Daye (interviewee & academic)

Old Town New Town:
Heritage Events
Our three Old Town New Town events aim to introduce many aspects of New
Town development from urban planning, housing, parks and green
infrastructure to wellbeing, community and public arts and culture. They are led
by Sabine Coady Schäbitz and Bob Colenutt from the New Town Heritage
Research Network.
This evening will include our third event, focussed on Northampton's New Town
story. Previous events were:
Memories of Corby: New Town on 24 November 2021 at Rooftop Arts
Centre, Corby. This event focussed on how Corby became a New Town,
what ambitions were connected to that and how these could be harnessed
to shape the town today and in the future.
The British New Town Story on 19 September 2021 at Delapré Abbey,
Northampton. This first event introduced the history of the New Town
Movement in its national and international context and its contested
heritage today.
Sabine Coady Schäbitz is Associate Professor for Architecture at Coventry
University. Sabine co-led the AHRC New Towns Heritage Research Network
project. Her career spans many years in the UK and Germany, as architectural
and urban design educator, researcher and practitioner. Sabine is also a longtime resident of Northampton and Trustee at Delapré Abbey Preservation Trust.

Read online now:
Resources

Scan here

Bob Colenutt has a background in urban planning and regeneration working
for community groups and in local government and has also taught at
Universities. He is a founding member of the New Towns Heritage Research
Network and is co-editor of ‘Lessons from the British and French New Towns’
published in 2021.

The Production

Watch online now:
60 Miles by Road or Rail

Scan here

The production of 60 Miles by Road or Rail premiered
at Northampton’s Royal & Derngate in September
2021. A filmed version is available to watch online for
free with donations welcome.

www.60milesbyroadorrail.co.uk/the-show
More about the production
“How can Northampton become a New Town? It’s been
here a thousand years.”
It’s the 1960s and Northampton is at a crossroads. The
town’s population is set to double as part of the
government’s New Towns Act. But as new estates
welcome thousands of families from London and the
old town centre undergoes radical changes, some fear
Northampton’s identity is being stripped away.
Tasked with Northampton’s expansion over twenty
momentous years, the newly formed Development
Corporation will go to hilarious lengths to ensure
targets are met – even adapting their radio jingle into a
legendary pop record…
Made by local creatives and inspired by true events, 60
Miles by Road or Rail brings Northampton’s
extraordinary past and present crashing together to
celebrate our hometown at a time when uncertainty
threatens to pull us apart.
Written by Ryan Leder, Directed by Andy Routledge &
Produced by Courtenay Johnson. Company: Subika
Anwar-Khan, Jo Blake, Helen Crevel, Davin Eadie, Dan
McGarry & Bianca Mulligan. Full team details online.
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Hometown | This is Home
Local artist and writer Subika Anwar-Khan interviewed and worked creatively with
a variety of Northampton residents to draw out their stories of what home means
to them. The final piece is a poetic response integrating verbatim quotes from the
collected stories with creative contributions; exploring themes of migration, why
people decide to settle and why we call Northampton home.

Listen online now:
This is Home
(English / Romanian)

Scan here

The interview process brought up some joyful memories along with some
challenging memories too. Northampton is home and a great place to live! It has
provided me with both stability and security throughout my life. I've travelled all
over the world yet Northampton is where I feel home. It's rewarding and
meaningful to review your life and experiences via an empathic and interested
researcher/writer.
⸻ Wajiha

Hometown | Corby
Hometown Corby is an audio story curated and written by Ryan Leder in
collaboration with James Jip, Elspeth Robb and James Robb. It tells the story of
one family and their connection to Corby throughout the history of the town –
beginning with the Scottish Migration, through the building of the Steelworks, and
even covering Corby’s New Town designation.

Listen online now:
Hometown

Scan here

We have all been touched and inspired by this project. We have been given the
chance to express ourselves, share our knowledge and recollections, and
perhaps for me most importantly, learned from each other.
⸻ Elspeth Robb

Oral Histories
Working in association with the Oral History Society,
we trained 5 new interviewers to interview 25 local
residents about Northampton & Corby’s New Town
story, and archived those interviews in the East
Midlands Oral History Archive.
We have collaborated with a composer to present
extracts of these as original audio pieces which can be
enjoyed on our website.

Scan here

Listen now:
Interviews

I was delighted to be part of this project and have the
opportunity to meet people who were very involved
with the eastern development. It is so important to
record and preserve the wonderful memories and
perceptions of how Northampton was impacted then
and is still now to some extent.
⸻ Mo (interviewer)
Initially intrigued by the project then apprehensive
when asked to participate with an oral interview. I
doubted I could say or even remember anything of
interest after all this time. To my surprise, I found it
great fun, a trip down memory lane of the late 70's/
early 80's.
⸻ Barbara (interview participant)

Heritage Open Days
Pop-Up Exhibition
In our Heritage Open Days Pop-Up Exhibition, we
wanted to share some of the things we'd been
finding out and working on this year across
Northampton with different people, families and
communities.
People could listen to the following pieces on a pair
of headphones with additional transcript:
This is Home, an audio poem made with
Northampton residents
Hometown, a 40-min creative audio story of one
family through three generations
We encouraged people to also add their own stories
and memories during their visit. People could make
a paper house, tag or flag and add it to our large
floor map of Northampton, or they could add to our
timeline either of past memories or hopes for the
future.
We have printed a version of the map on the table
this evening, we would love you to talk about your
memories and add to the map if you would like to.
If you would like to write your story or memories for
others to read on our website, you can do this here
and read other stories people have uploaded.

Share your story:

Scan here

Written Stories
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Digital
The project’s website provides a digital exhibition
space, allowing people to share their personal
experiences of Northampton & Corby’s New Town
story through photographs and creative writing. It
hosts all of our digital content, and provides
bespoke heritage resources shared with us during
the course of the project.

Explore our website:
60 Miles

Scan here

The website has been specially designed to be user
friendly for intergeneration audiences and will
remain a free available resource.

Here is an extract of a shared written story:
We came to the Eastern District to Thorplands in
November 1973. There was a big yellow sign
saying ‘Thorplands 1045 Homes NDC’.
Moving to Northampton was a mixed bag. We had
a new five bedroom house and a new school but I
lost my old school mates. I was very homesick for
ages and wanted my life back in London. We paid
10 pounds a week for our house – my Dad collected
our keys from an office in Derngate, they had one
in the Market Square as well. The NDC estate was
nice but nothing to do. There were a few shops and
a pub, it was a building site then in ’73. The locals
didn’t like us much, we were all cockneys and
were trouble and they made us out to be
something we were not.
⸻ Stevie
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Website: www.60milesbyroadorrail.co.uk
Social Media: @60MilesNN

